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Technology JV-Partnership Opportunity  

American Seal & Engineering Co. 

The Opportunity  

CEENET is currently seeking technology driven CEE companies to introduce innovative technical solutions to the energy, 

aerospace, automotive and laser industries via a partnership with American Seal & Engineering Co.  

The USA Partner  

American Seal & Engineering Co., Inc. is a privately held corporation engaged in the design and manufacturing of 

Engineered Resilient Metal Seals and Sealing Systems for OEMs and subcontractor partners throughout the world. Since 

1971, they have earned a reputation for quality, reliability, and integrity that enables them to provide the most innovative 

sealing technology in the industry. Their manufacturing facilities in Orange, CT, USA (Headquarters) and Taipei, Taiwan, 

are supported by technical sales and service offices in Columbia, SC, USA, Gent, Belgium, and Linz, Austria. Website: 

www.ameriseal.com  

Key clients include BWM, Ferrari, General Electric, Scania, and United Technologies Corp.  

The CEE Partner  

The ideal CEE partner is a manufacturer with innovative technological products, materials or processes applicable in the 

energy, aerospace, automotive and laser industries. The ideal partner has been in operation profitably for 10+ years but 

has not yet expanded into the US market. Other possible partners will be considered on a case-by-case basis.  

As a first step, interested foreign companies should contact CEENET for further information. Please contact Chris Ball, 

CEENET President, at christopher.ball@ceenet.us  

How CEENET’s US Joint Venture Model works  

CEENET LLC arranges partnerships between Central and East European (CEE) companies and American companies to 

expand or launch CEE products and services in the US and global markets. CEENT facilitates the match, supports in due 

diligence, mediates the formation of the 

partnership, and then remains involved as a 

consultant for all parties involved on an on-

going basis. While each partnership is unique 

in many ways, you can read more on the 

general structure here: www.ceenet.us/press. 

http://www.ceenet.us/press
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